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 Torrent Corner Weekly TorrentsQ: How to use nested counter without changing the value of the outer variable I am new to
Matlab. I am trying to write a code in which the value of one counter depends on the value of a nested counter. The inner

counter should also increase its value when the value of the outer counter changes. How can I achieve this? For example, outer =
1; inner = 1; while(1==1) if(outer==1) inner = inner +1; end outer = outer +1; end Error I am getting - Error using ==>!= A:

Please consider using this syntax: while(true) if(outer == 1) outer = outer +1; if (outer ~= 1) break; or this syntax: if (outer == 1)
else BTW, this code will not run any longer due to the error you mentioned. A Free Speech Debate on Same-Sex Marriage As

the Catholic Church in Ireland faces continued scrutiny for its stance on marriage equality, Cardinal Sean Brady has argued that
the church’s right to freedom of speech is paramount. Speaking at a ‘bitter, bruising’ meeting between Catholic and LGBT

activists, the archbishop of Armagh said that freedom of expression is ‘a right which has to be defended’ and that the Church’s
right to its views are ‘inherent in any society’. However, the Cardinal said that what the Church says ‘can be challenged’. Cardinal
Brady’s response followed a speech by Equality Project director Dr Frank McCann, who admitted that the Catholic Church �
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